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TIMESTORM 
Episode 4:  

"La Maestra" 

/   Indicates simultaneous dialogue.  
 //  Indicates starting point for overlapping dialogue. 

SCENE 0 - THE TIMESTORM. HELICOPTER CABIN. 

SOUND:  HELICOPTER CABIN INTERIOR - ESTABLISH; CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  HOLOGRAM BUZZ - CONTINUE UNDER. 

ALEXA: 
Ready to go? 

BENI: 
Like right now? 

ALEXA: 
What if we get hurt? Or lost?  

BENI: 
Or make a mistake? 

ATABEY: 
You have the barometer and clothing to guide you. 

HORACIO: 
Atabey wouldn't send you unless you were ready. 

ATABEY: 
Your mission:  

SOUND: BAROMETER - CONTINUE UNDER. 

ATABEY: 
Retrieve a plea for equality from San Juan, Puerto Rico in 1838. 

BENI: 
A plea for equality? 
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ATABEY: 
Mission begins now. 

SOUND:  THUNDERCLAP. 
SOUND: PORTAL FX. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
(yelling as they travel through portal) 

SOUND: ALL SOUNDS - CUT. 

TRANSITION INTO: 

MUSIC: THEME SONG - "IN THE TIMESTORM" 
 
Witness. Find. Remember. 
 
The hidden past seeks its dawn, 
showing us that we all belong. 
Horacio, Alexa, and Beni 
take back time, find history 
in the timestorm. 
 
Witness. Find. Remember. 

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" ENDS. 
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SCENE 1 - 1838. SAN JUAN, PR. PORTICO OUTSIDE OF CELESTINA'S 
CLASSROOM. 

(Mid-morning.) 

SOUND:  THUNDERCLAP. 

SOUND: RAIN - CONTINUE UNDER. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
(yelling, then laughing as they land) 

SOUND:  DISTANT THUNDER. 

ALEXA: 
Holy humidity. 

BENI: 
Where do you think we are? 

ALEXA: 
San Juan. Eighteen thirty-eight. 

BENI: 
I meant the building. 

ROMÁN: 
Hello? 

ALEXA: 
(surprised) 

Hi!  

ROMÁN: 
 Are you a new student? 

ALEXA: 
(a bit flustered) 

Yes. I am. 

BENI: 
So am I. 

BENI: 
But not at this school. 

ALEXA: 
Of course not. Because boys and girls don't attend school together. 
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BENI: 
That's right. That's just how life works around here. 

ROMÁN: 
Are you new in town? 

ALEXA: 
Yes. This is all so new.  

ROMÁN: 
No need to be nervous. Celestina Cordero is most welcoming. Some say she's the best 
teacher in San Juan. For girls, anyway. No one can match her brother, Rafael. I was a 
student of his not long ago.  

BENI: 
Rafael Cordero? 

ROMÁN: 
I assume you are headed to his school, now that you're done chaperoning your sister. 

BENI: 
Yes. I see you are safe. Now I can leave you...and go to school. 

ALEXA: 
Thank you, dear brother, for...you know...chaperoning me. 

ROMÁN: 
I'll be passing the boys school on Luna Street on my way to the seminary if you want 
to travel with? 

SOUND:  DISTANT THUNDER. 

BENI: 
That'd be excellent. I'm Benito. 

ALEXA: 
I'm Alexa...ndra.  

ROMÁN: 
Román. Un placer. 

ALEXA/BENI: 
A pleasure. 

SOUND:  STUDENT RECITATION OF ANIMAL SPECIES (DISTANT). 

ROMÁN: 
To la maestra's classroom, then. She awaits my arrival. I run errands for her on Friday 
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mornings. You can follow me in, Alexandra. 

ALEXA: 
Right now? 

ROMÁN: 
Class has already started, as you can hear. 

BENI: 
I'll be back for you at the end of the school day, dear sister. 

ALEXA: 
If you'll excuse us, Román. Dear brother, how about a hug? 

BENI: 
Really? 

SOUND: ALEXA THROWS HER ARMS AROUND BENI.  

ALEXA: 
I don't like us splitting up in the nineteenth century.  

BENI: 
Not like we have a choice. Here. Put the barometer in your purse thingy. 

SOUND: ALEXA SHOVES BAROMETER IN THE SATCHEL. 

ALEXA: 
Keep an eye out for anything that could be a plea for equality. 

BENI: 
You too. 

SOUND: THE TWINS STEP BACK. 

ALEXA: 
Be careful out there, dear brother. 

BENI: 
Enjoy your lessons, dear sister. 

SOUND: TWO SETS OF FOOTSTEPS ON WOOD APPROACHING THE DOOR. 

CELESTINA: 
(behind door) 

Taxonomy ranks. Ready?  

SOUND: DOOR OPENS. 
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CELESTINA: 
Begin. 

STUDENTS: 
The tree of life. Kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species. 

CELESTINA: 
Good. Now, pair up and list five single-celled organisms on your slates. 

SOUND: CLASSROOM SOUNDS - CONTINUE UNDER. 

SOUND: CELESTINA'S FOOTSTEPS CROSSING TO ROMÁN AND ALEXA. 

CELESTINA: 
Hola, Román.  

ROMÁN: 
Hola, Doña Celestina. This is Alexandra. A new mind to cultivate. 

ALEXA: 
A pleasure to meet you, maestra Cordero. 

CELESTINA: 
Bienvenidos. Girls, please welcome Alexandra to our class. 

STUDENTS: 
Bienvenidos. 

ALEXA: 
Thanks. 

CELESTINA: 
Why don't you sit by Marina y Patricia? You can share a slate with them. 

SOUND: ALEXA CROSSES TO MARINA AND PATRICIA. 

CELESTINA: 
Román, today's errand is special. Let's speak at my desk. 

ROMÁN: 
After you. 

SOUND: CELESTINA AND ROMÁN CROSS THE CLASSROOM. 

ALEXA: 
Hi. 

PATRICIA: 
Hello.  
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MARINA: 
Hi. 

ALEXA: 
I think I'm sharing this bench with you? 

SOUND: MARINA AND PATRICIA SHIFT. 

PATRICIA: 
You'll have to put your satchel underneath. 

MARINA: 
Hardly any room as you can see. 

ALEXA: 
Oh, that's fine. I'll just sit right here on the end. 

SOUND: ALEXA SITTING AND SLIDING HER SATCHEL UNDER THE BENCH. 

MARINA: 
We need to write five single-celled organisms. Do you want to write them? 

ALEXA 
Sure. Thank you. Uh... 

SOUND: ALEXA GRABS THE SLATE AND CHALK. 

PATRICIA: 
Why so confused? 

MARINA: 
Have you never seen a slate before? 

PATRICIA: 
Have you never seen chalk? 

MARINA/PATRICIA: 
(they giggle) 

CELESTINA: 
Román, please see this correspondence makes its way to the newspaper office. 

SOUND: CELESTINA HANDS ROMÁN THE PAPER. 

ROMÁN: 
It will be at la Gaceta within a quarter of an hour. 

CELESTINA: 
I'm ever grateful for your help. Buenos días. 
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ROMÁN: 
Adiós, Doña Celestina. 

SOUND: ROMÁN'S FOOTSTEPS EXITING. 

SOUND: CHALK FALLS TO THE FLOOR. 

PATRICIA: 
Careful! 

MARINA: 
Look what you've done. 

ALEXA: 
Sorry. I didn't mean for it to-- 

PATRICIA: 
There's not enough chalk to go around. 

CELESTINA: 
Is this the first time chalk has fallen in this room? 

MARINA/PATRICIA: 
No, maestra Cordero. 

CELESTINA: 
Well then. It's hardly anything to remark on. Please resume your writing. 

SOUND: CHALK ON SLATES. 
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SCENE 2 - 1838. SAN JUAN, PR. A STREET. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION: "MAESTRA" 
SOUND: AN OX CART ON A DIRT ROAD. 
SOUND: VARIOUS ANIMAL SOUNDS - CONTINUE UNDER. 
SOUND:  BENI AND ROMÁN WALKING ALONG THE ROAD. 

BENI: 
Do you run a lot of errands for Celestina Cordero? 

ROMÁN: 
Only on Fridays. How lucky am I to go el Seminario Conciliar de San Ildefonso? 

BENI: 
Wow. You really love school. 

ROMÁN: 
My family was as poor as they come back in Ponce. My parents heard how Rafael 
Cordero was changing lives in his classroom. They wanted to give me that 
opportunity, one they never had. 

SOUND: A ROOSTER CROWS. 
SOUND: PEÑA'S FOOTSTEP'S (BOOTS) APPROACHING. 

PEÑA: 
(booming laughter) 

A free black man teaching children. The Queen should outlaw it at once.  

ROMÁN: 
I'm grateful to have learned from Don Cordero. He showed me that education is the 
way to justice and freedom. 

PEÑA: 
You learned about freedom from a black man?  

(booming laughter) 
Que porquería. What is that in your hand? 

ROMÁN: 
I'm delivering it to la Gaceta. 

PEÑA: 
Give it here. 

ROMÁN: 
It's not mine to-- 

SOUND: THE OFFICER SNATCHES THE PAPER FROM HIS HAND. 
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PEÑA: 
Now let's see who has sent you on this little errand. 
Dear Editor, I request the following announcement is printed in the next issue of la 
Gaceta as follows: // I ask the island government... 

MUSIC: "SO LONG, AND THANKS..." PLAYS UNDER. 

CELESTINA 
I ask the island government, under the rule of the Spanish crown, to fulfill my request 
for adequate supplies for the San Juan School for Girls. I've made similar appeals in 
private letters to the governor and the Council of San Juan. Since my personal pleas 
remain unanswered, I now ask in this public forum. My students work hard, I work 
hard. It is unjust that being born female prevents us from being acknowledged for our 
efforts. I seek the same allocation of school supplies offered to the school for boys on 
Luna Street. Please show my girls equal respect. They deserve it. Sincerely, // 
Celestina Cordero. 

MUSIC: "SO LONG, AND THANKS..." - CUT. 

PEÑA: 
Celestina Cordero, Educator, San Juan Public School for Girls. 

(booming laughter) 

BENI: 
(to himself) 

A plea for equality. 

SOUND: A ROOSTER CROWS. 

PEÑA: 
The only thing more ridiculous than a free black man educating boys is a free black 
woman educating girls. How delusional must this woman be to think la Gaceta would 
publish such a desperate notice? Here's what I think of it. 

SOUND: CRUMBLING OF PAPER. 

BENI: 
No. It's important. Can't you understand that? 

PEÑA: 
(booming laughter) 

You think you're fit to judge such things? 

SOUND: BENI PICKS UP THE PAPER AND SMOOTHES IT OUT. 

BENI: 
It wasn't right to throw this notice to the ground like that. 
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ROMÁN: 
A few wrinkles and a little dirt won't stop us from delivering it to la Gaceta. 

SOUND: SNATCHING PAPER FROM BENI. 

PEÑA: 
You can't deliver what is not in your possession. I'll take this to the governor, so he 
can see how close a lowly spinster con woman came to mocking him in print.  

ROMÁN: 
Celestina Cordero is brilliant. 

PEÑA: 
(booming laughter) 

I suggest you leave. We like to keep the streets clear of porquería. 

SOUND: CIVIL GUARD'S FOOTSTEP'S (BOOTS) LEAVING. 

BENI: 
I can't believe him! He doesn't have the right to do that. Does he? 

ROMÁN: 
Some civil guards think they can do whatever they want. That their class and 
European blood makes superior.  

BENI: 
Celestina's only asking for what's fair. 

ROMÁN: 
If that officer goes to the governor and paints Celestina as some kind of a swindler, 
this plea, however justified, could backfire on her. 

BENI: 
You think they'd shut her school down? 

ROMÁN: 
I don't know. I've half a mind to—I can't risk it. Certainly not with you in my charge. 

BENI: 
I can handle plenty. 

ROMÁN: 
Getting arrested before arriving to your first day of school?  

BENI: 
Arrested? For what? 
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ROMÁN: 
Sometimes they don't need a reason. Come on. We'll tell Rafael what's happened.  

SOUND: THE BOYS' FOOTSTEPS RUNNING ON DIRT  
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SCENE 3 - 1838. SAN JUAN, PR. INSIDE CELESTINA'S CLASSROOM. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION: "MAESTRA" 

CELESTINA: 
What is El Fortín San Juan de la Cruz known for? Go ahead, Marina. 

MARINA: 
It's the smallest of the five forts in the capital. 

CELESTINA: 
Precisely. ¿Si, Patricia? 

PATRICIA: 
And it was built underwater on purpose, so you needed a boat to get there. 

CELESTINA: 
Excellent. And last but not least, la Fortaleza was originally built as a fort, but what 
distinction does it hold now? Alexandra? Do you know? 

PATRICIA: 
(whispers) 

She hasn't said a word since she sat down. 

MARINA: 
(whispers) 

Hasn't put that broken piece of chalk to the slate even once. 

ALEXA: 
It's the executive mansion, home of the governor of Puerto Rico. 

PATRICIA: 
(whispers) 

Everyone knows that. 

MARINA: 
(whispers) 

Easiest question to answer. 

ALEXA: 
It's also known for...uh... 

CELESTINA: 
¿Si, Alexandra? 

ALEXA: 
All the important international dignitaries that have stayed there including kings, 
queens, and U.S. presidents. 
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SOUND: ENTIRE CLASSROOM LAUGHS. 

CELESTINA: 
¡Niñas! 

MARINA: 
American presidents! 

PATRICIA: 
Can you imagine? George Washington slept here. 

ALEXA: 
Not George Washington. The Kenn -- Oh. Never mind...forget it. 

CELESTINA: 
Stop this laughing. ¡Ahora mismo! 

SOUND: CLASSROOM LAUGHTER - CUT.  

CELESTINA: 
A vibrant imagination is an amazing thing to possess. And that's exactly what it takes 
to envision a future where an island governor hosts a foreign president in la Fortaleza.  

SOUND: CHURCH BELL TOLLS ONE O'CLOCK. 

CELESTINA: 
Time for lunch.  

SOUND: STUDENTS SHIFTING IN SEATS AND MURMURING UNDER SCENE. 

ALEXA: 
(whispering) 

Lunch? I'm still full from Ma's dinner. 

PATRICIA: 
What's wrong, Miss America? 

ALEXA: 
Nothing. 

MARINA: 
As in nothing inside of that satchel of yours? 

MARINA/PATRICIA: 
(they laugh) 

CELESTINA: 
Alexandra? Come to my desk, please. 
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SOUND: ALEXA WALKS ACROSS THE ROOM. 

ALEXA: 
Maestra? 

SOUND: CELESTINA TEARS A LOAF OF BREAD IN TWO. 

CELESTINA: 
We all forget our lunch sometimes. Have some of my bread.  

ALEXA: 
I'm not hungry -- 

CELESTINA: 
Please. Take it. Our stomachs must be fed along with our minds. 

ALEXA: 
Thank you, maestra. 
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SCENE 4 - 1838. SAN JUAN, PR. RAFAEL CORDERO'S CLASSROOM. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION: "MAESTRA" 
SOUND: ROMÁN PUSHES A DOOR OPEN. 

ROMÁN: 
Here we are. Rafael Cordero's school.  

SOUND: DIN OF STUDENTS PRACTICING VARIOUS ART FORMS - SINGING, 
INSTRUMENT PLAYING, SHAKESPEARE RECITATION, PAINT BRUSH 
STROKES, PENCILS SCRATCHING, ETC. 

ROMÁN: 
Ah, how I miss Luna Street. 

RAFAEL: 
Román! You've arrived during free art practice. 

ROMÁN: 
It was always my favorite, Don Cordero. I'd like to introduce you to Benito, a new 
student. I ran into him while stopping by your sister's school. 

BENI: 
It's an honor to be in your class, maestro Cordero. 

RAFAEL: 
Pleasure is mine, Benito.  

(shift in tone) 
Román, have you delivered Celestina's request for supplies to la Gaceta? 

ROMÁN: 
We were stopped on the street by a civil guard officer who confiscated the notice 
before we reached the publishing office. He said he was going to tell the governor 
that she was trying to humiliate him. 

RAFAEL: 
Did you catch the guard's name? 

ROMÁN: 
No. He was average height. Dark hair, mustache. Wore that uniform. 

BENI: 
His laugh. 

RAFAEL: 
What about it? 
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BENI: 
Sounded like a demon. 

RAFAEL: 
Peña y Ruiz. 

ROMÁN: 
You know him? 

RAFAEL: 
Thinks he's untouchable because he guards the governor's residence during the 
afternoon shift.  

ROMÁN: 
I was afraid to risk being arrested on the spot, but I wanted so badly to go after him 
and snatch Celestina's notice right from his pocket. 

RAFAEL: 
It is best for you to leave this alone, Román. I'll let my sister know what has 
happened. 

ROMÁN: 
I can't stand witnessing injustice and doing nothing about it. 

RAFAEL: 
Don't lose that righteousness. But understand this is Celestina's fight. Stick to your 
studies for now.  

ROMÁN: 
I'll head to the seminary at once. Much luck to you, Benito. 

BENI: 
Thank you for your help. 

ROMÁN: 
My pleasure. I'm sure we'll cross paths soon enough. Hasta la próxima. 

RAFAEL: 
Adiós, Román. 

SOUND: ROMÁN'S FOOTSTEPS LEAVING. 
SOUND: A CACOPHONY OF ART. 

RAFAEL: 
Bueno, Benito. Join any art group you'd like.  

SOUND: A VIOLIN PLAYS. 
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RAFAEL: 
Is music your calling? 

SOUND: BRUSH AGAINST CANVAS. 

RAFAEL: 
Painting with little Francisco? Or perhaps drama with Alejandrito, our little prince of 
theatre? 

ALEJANDRO: 
Be not afraid of greatness. Some are born great, some achieve greatness,  
and some have greatness thrust upon them. 
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SCENE 5 - 1838. SAN JUAN, PR. INSIDE CELESTINA'S CLASSROOM. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION: "MAESTRA" 

CELESTINA: 
See you on Monday, girls. 

STUDENTS: 
Hasta la próxima, maestra Cordero. 

SOUND: STUDENTS SHUFFLING OUT OF THE CLASSROOM. 

MARINA: 
See you Monday, Miss America. 

ALEXA: 
(under her breath) 

Hopefully not. 

PATRICIA: 
What did you say? 

ALEXA: 
See you tomorrow. 

SOUND: MARINA AND PATRICIA EXITING; STUDENT BUSTLE FADES. 

CELESTINA: 
Sometimes it's hard, being new in town. 

ALEXA: 
Yeah, you could say that. 

CELESTINA: 
Where's your family from? 

ALEXA: 
Ponce. 

CELESTINA: 
A long way. You'll do fine in my classroom. You've quite an imagination.  

ALEXA: 
That's what everyone says about my brother. He's definitely the one with a wild 
imagination. Loves stories and all that. 

CELESTINA: 
I'm glad he's encouraged for it. But it is important for others to credit your strengths 
as well. 
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ALEXA: 
Oh, I totally get credit. 

CELESTINA: 
Totally? 

ALEXA: 
What I mean is...my other teachers let me know that I'm smart. 

CELESTINA: 
I didn't realize they had a girls school in Ponce. 

ALEXA: 
It was more like homeschooling. Family members who taught my brother and me. 

CELESTINA: 
I'm glad they understand the importance of educating young women. Many still don't, 
even here in the capital. I fight hard for my girls to get an equal education. Just today, 
I sent Román with a request for supplies.  

ALEXA: 
A plea for equality.  

CELESTINA: 
I intend for it to be published en la Gaceta. In the past, I've appealed to the governor 
directly, but my words have fallen on deaf ears. For this reason, I aim to go public 
with my request. Here's hoping it sees its way to print. 

ALEXA: 
En la Gaceta. Uh, I should probably start heading home. It's a bit of a trek. 

CELESTINA: 
You aren't walking alone, are you? 

ALEXA: 
My brother, Benito, should be here any moment. 

CELESTINA: 
I didn't catch your last name. 

ALEXA: 
Ventura. 

CELESTINA: 
The mason's daughter? 

ALEXA: 
No, my father's a pilot. 
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CELESTINA: 
Ah, a boat captain. 

ALEXA: 
Right. He pilots boats. Down here. At sea level. 

CELESTINA: 
A great profession on an island. See you Monday. 

ALEXA: 
I won't be...my mother might need my help around the house in the coming weeks. 
I'm not sure when I'll be back. 

CELESTINA: 
Hasta la próxima. Whenever it may be. 

ALEXA: 
Maestra... 

CELESTINA: 
Yes? 

MUSIC: "SO LONG, AND THANKS..." PLAYS UNDER. 

ALEXA: 
Thank you for the warm welcome into your classroom. And for everything you're 
fighting for. Even if you don't ever get the government to treat us equally, I'm sure 
generations of girls will benefit from your efforts.  

CELESTINA: 
There you go predicting the future again. I'll make a prediction of my own. I think 
you'll do amazing things, Alexandra Ventura. Buena suerte. 

ALEXA: 
Thank you, Maestra. 

MUSIC: "SO LONG, AND THANKS..." - CUT. 

SOUND:  ALEXA OPENS THE DOOR. 

ALEXA: 
Beni? 

ALEXA/BENI: 
I'm so glad to see you. 

BENI: 
You wouldn't believe // what happened today. 
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ALEXA: 
I know what the artifact is. 

BENI: 
Me too. 

ALEXA: 
So, it's at la Gaceta? 

BENI: 
Not quite. 

ALEXA: 
We should probably-- 

BENI: 
Can we find somewhere to-- 

ALEXA/BENI: 
Yeah. 

MUSIC: TRANSITION: "MAESTRA" 
SOUND: ALL SOUNDS - CUT. 

TRANSITION INTO: 

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" (INSTRUMENTAL) - UNDER. 

CREDITS: 
Timestorm is produced by Cocotazo Media. Created and written by Dania Ramos. 
Audio engineering, design, and original music by Michael Aquino. For episode 
credits, visit CocotazoMedia.com/timestorm. If you enjoy the show, please spread the 
word and tell a friend about it. Thanks for listening.  

MUSIC: THEME SONG "IN THE TIMESTORM" (INSTRUMENTAL) ENDS. 

END OF TIMESTORM - EPISODE 4 "LA MAESTRA" 

 


